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Security Today: Engineering

Features:
Port Scan
Bugburg
Geekland
Bufferville
Malwaria
Root kit pass
Sploit Market
Valley of the Worms
Sea Plus Plus
Sea Sharp
…

Reproduced courtesy Fortify Software Inc
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Nature of the Problem

System trustworthiness is a center-scale problem.
– Interdisciplinary --- systems are intricate

Computer Science, Law, Economics, Engineering, 
– Solutions are context dependent

What to protect (what is of value)?
– Prevention vs management of risk.

What are the threats?
What is trusted?

– Area is driven by real needs.
Engineering fixes exist (reactive vs proactive).
Virtually non-existent science base.

components

solutions
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TRUST Overview 

More than an Information Technology issue

Complicated interdependencies and composition issues
– Spans security, systems, and social, legal and economic sciences
– Cyber security for computer networks
– Critical infrastructure protection 
– Economic policy, privacy

TRUST: “holistic” interdisciplinary systems view
of security, software technology, analysis of
complex interacting systems, economic, legal, and
public policy issues

Trustworthiness problems invariably involve
solutions with both technical and policy dimensions

Goals: 
– Composition and computer security for component technologies
– Integrate and evaluate on testbeds
– Address societal objectives for stakeholders in real systems

Computer trustworthiness and security continue to increase in importance as a pressing 
scientific, economic, and social problem… 

Computer trustworthiness and security continue to increase in importance as a pressing 
scientific, economic, and social problem…

…Events reinforce the need for a deeper understanding of the scientific foundations as 
well as the policy, legal, and social implications of technologies 

…Events reinforce the need for a deeper understanding of the scientific foundations as 
well as the policy, legal, and social implications of technologies

Center Motivation – Computer Trustworthiness and Security
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TRUST Overview

TRUST MISSION
S&T that will radically transform the ability of organizations to design, build, 

and operate trustworthy information systems for critical infrastructure 

TRUST MISSIONTRUST MISSION
S&T that will radically transform the ability of organizations to design, build, 

and operate trustworthy information systems for critical infrastructure

Supporting DisciplinesSupporting Disciplines
Computer EngineeringComputer Engineering
Computer ScienceComputer Science
EconomicsEconomics
Electrical EngineeringElectrical Engineering
LawLaw
Public PolicyPublic Policy
Social ScienceSocial Science

Center ApproachCenter Approach
Address fundamental cyber security Address fundamental cyber security 
and critical infrastructure protection and critical infrastructure protection 
problems of national importanceproblems of national importance
Tackle Tackle ““Grand ChallengeGrand Challenge”” scale scale 
integrative research projectsintegrative research projects
Expand industry collaboration, Expand industry collaboration, 
research project sponsorship, and research project sponsorship, and 
technology transitiontechnology transition

Supporting PersonnelSupporting Personnel
UndergraduatesUndergraduates 77
GraduatesGraduates 9797
Post DocsPost Docs 66
Research ScientistsResearch Scientists 44
FacultyFaculty 5151
Other ParticipantsOther Participants 1010
TOTAL:TOTAL: 175175

Affiliated InstitutionsAffiliated Institutions

TRUST National Science Foundation Science & Technology Center (STC)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TRUST is a National Science Foundation sponsored STC.  STCs are one of NSF’s flagship programs.  Centers are formed to create interdisciplinary teams that conduct world-class research that develop innovative solutions to areas of national importance.

TRUST is one of 17 active STCs but the only one focused on IT security, privacy, and infrastructure protection.  To that end, the mission of TRUST is to advance the state-of-the-art and practice in the creation and use of trustworthy systems and technology.

The approach within the Center is to (1) focus on cybersecurity and critical infrastructure protection problems, (2) tackle those problems via “grand challenge” project areas (which I’ll talk about a bit on the next slide), and (3) work to transition the fruits of the research to practitioners.

TRUST is a partnership of eight universities: (1) CMU, Cornell, Stanford, Berkeley, and Vanderbilt conduct much of the research and (2) Mills, San Jose State, and Smith active in a number of education and outreach initiatives.

Across the center, TRUST has over 150 affiliated faculty, staff, and students—the majority of students, by the way, are at the graduate level (and are mostly Ph.D. candidates).  The researchers come from various disciplines—which enables the Center to tackle fundamental problems of trust and trustworthiness in a unique way (e.g., by teaming CS researchers at Cornell with their colleagues at the UC Berkeley Law School).

http://www.berkeley.edu/
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TRUST Vision 1.0: Theory

Axiom: Trustworthiness is as weak as the weakest link.
– Study the components
– Study their composition

Axiom: Trustworthiness problems involve solutions with both technical and 
policy dimensions.

– Technology raises new policy questions
– Policy can prevent abuse of technology
– Policy can encourage adoption of trustworthiness solutions.
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Integrative Research Project Themes
Network embedded systems
Identity theft, phishing, spyware and related
Trustworthy systems
Network security

Vision 1.0 accomplishments:  Research that is
– Cross-institutional
– Inter-disciplinary

as smaller, focused collaborations.
Vision 1.0:  Studied the trees, learned to work with each other; time 

is ripe to move-on to the forest.

TRUST Vision 1.0: Implementation

Vision 1.0 emphasis
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TRUST Vision 2.0

Theory: Trustworthiness landscape =
– Policies (what is sought)
– Mechanisms (how it is achieved)
– Threats (against what attacks)

Implementation:  Develop:
– Science Should relate

policies ↔ mechanisms ↔ threats  

based on
– Engineering to codify “at scale” solutions for real applications in real 

settings.
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A Science Base for Security?

Idealistic Approach: Science from first principles.

Pragmatic Approach: Science by generalizing from real 
applications.

– Applications together must span the space:
What should be enforced?
Against what kinds of threats / attacks?
What constraints on kinds of mechanisms (CS + Law)?

– Application Environment: legacy or open?

– Pick applications whose solutions have impact:
Problems of national import.
applications having potentially receptive audience.
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Application 1: 
Financial Infrastructure

System organization: client – server system.
– Trustworthy services (opportunity)
– Browser front-end (constraint)

Mechanism challenges:
– Authentication:  customer ↔ system
– Audit

Dominant policies:  Confidentiality, Integrity
Precedent for legal solutions
Privacy seen by as important
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Application 2: 
Embedded / Physical Structures

System organization:  peering.
– Components highly constrained by cost and size.
– People (as subjects) present novel challenges.

Absence of legacy deployment and inertia
– Revisit classical problems

Reliable delivery, routing, storage, …
– Opportunity to impact standards!

Dominant policies: Integrity and Availability
No precedent for legal solutions(!)
Privacy not yet appreciated (or understood).
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Application 3: 
Personal Health Records + Monitoring

System organization:  evolutionary accretion.
– Heterogeneity in data and computing
– Decentralized control + shared infrastructure

Mechanism challenges:
– Authorization (complex trust relationships)
– Data mining (privacy-preserving).

Precedent for legal solns
Privacy starting to be legislated.
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Security Tomorrow: Science

Experience suggests a science base is feasible:
What attacks can mechanism X defend against?

– Obfuscation reduction to (probabilisitic) type checking.
What shape does the policy space have?

– Policy P = hyper-safety(P) ∩

 

hyper-liveness(P)
– Policy P = F( authentication, authorization, attacks)

Accountability Gold Standard 
– Principled view of Phishing:

Authentication (people authenticating computers)
Trust (how can trust in foreign agents be gained and transferred)

Understand trade-off:  Privacy versus Utility.
– Formalize:  “Reveal minimum for some biz process.”
– Spinoff:  Suggested changes for MyHealth@Vanderbilt
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TRUST Research Portfolio 

Three Grand Challenge Pillars of TRUSTThree Grand ChallengeGrand Challenge Pillars of TRUST

Financial InfrastructuresFinancial Infrastructures
Lead:  Mitchell (Stanford)Lead:  Mitchell (Stanford)

Web browser and server security
Botnet and malware defenses
Data breach notification laws
Secure software and systems infrastructure

Health InfrastructuresHealth Infrastructures
Lead:  Sztipanovits (Vanderbilt)Lead:  Sztipanovits (Vanderbilt)

Privacy Modeling and Analysis
Health Information Systems and Patient 
Portal Architectures
Patient Monitoring Sensors

Physical InfrastructuresPhysical Infrastructures
Lead:  Wicker (Cornell)Lead:  Wicker (Cornell)

Embedded systems for SCADA and control 
systems
Sensor networks for Demand Response 
systems
Information privacy and security

Objective
– Increase relevance and maximize impact of 

TRUST research
– Build on the successes of the past years and 

further align and focus our research, education, 
and knowledge transfer efforts

Rationale
– Center research activities organized around three 

target application areas
– Areas selected to emphasizes fundamentally 

different trustworthiness problems
– TRUST is well positioned to contribute 

fundamental advances to address trustworthiness 
challenges in each area

Trusted operating systems
Reliable computing
Languages and tool support for writing secure code
Cryptographic protocols

– TRUST actively engaged with stakeholders from 
each area
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TRUST Overview

ResearchResearch Knowledge TransferKnowledge TransferEducationEducation
Interdisciplinary projects combine Interdisciplinary projects combine 
fundamental science and applied fundamental science and applied 
research to deliver breakthrough research to deliver breakthrough 
advances in trustworthy systemsadvances in trustworthy systems

Curriculum reform and Curriculum reform and 
teaching the next generation of teaching the next generation of 

computer / social scientists computer / social scientists 
and engineersand engineers

Dissemination and transition of Dissemination and transition of 
Center research results and Center research results and 
collaboration opportunitiescollaboration opportunities

To achieve the TRUST mission and objectives, Center activities are focused 
in three tightly integrated areas… 

To achieve the TRUST mission and objectives, Center activities are focused 
in three tightly integrated areas…

TRUST Academy OnlineTRUST Academy Online

SUPERBSUPERB--ITIT

WISEWISESECuRSECuR--ITIT

Financial InfrastructuresFinancial Infrastructures

PolicyPolicy

Physical InfrastructuresPhysical Infrastructures

Electronic Medical RecordsElectronic Medical Records

Center Structure – Core Research with Integrated Education and Knowledge Transfer

http://www.microsoft.com/
http://www.telecomitalia.it/
http://www.utrc.utc.com/
http://www.partow.net/images/sunlogos/images/sun_logo_white.png
http://www.cisco.com/en/US/hmpgs/index.html
http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://blog.wired.com/photos/uncategorized/2007/05/24/hp_logo.jpg&imgrefurl=http://blog.wired.com/business/2007/05/index.html&h=196&w=268&sz=8&tbnid=td9dkEEa-VFTBM:&tbnh=83&tbnw=113&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dhp%2Blogo%26um%3D1&start=3&sa=X&oi=images&ct=image&cd=3
http://www.partow.net/images/sunlogos/images/sun_logo_white.png
http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.kantrovitzlaw.com/images/dc_2.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.kantrovitzlaw.com/resources.html&h=193&w=256&sz=15&hl=en&start=46&tbnid=Jz5_yHUU2WX3hM:&tbnh=84&tbnw=111&prev=/images%3Fq%3D%2522Federal%2BGovernment%2522%2BU.S.%26start%3D36%26ndsp%3D18%26svnum%3D100%26hl%3Den%26lr%3D%26rls%3Dcom.microsoft:en-US%26sa%3DN
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The Financial Infrastructure

What is it?
– Financial services, online retail businesses, and their customers, 

linked together in a trustworthy environment supporting commercial 
transactions.

Components
– Customers: interact with providers through email and web; generally 

home computer users – no system administrators
– Providers: operate web servers, back office operations; have complex 

partnering agreements,  rely on image, reputation
– Interconnection: customers rely in open Internet; providers may 

communicate through private networks, leverage federated identity 
management solutions

– Policy: complex regulatory and competitive environment 
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Fundamental Challenges

People rob banks because that’s where the money is
– This is the area where the attacks are real and prevalent
– $Billions lost annually to increasingly sophisticated attacks

FBI: computer crime costs industry $400B/yr,  $50B for ID theft [CRS’08]

Fin. systems not under control of one organization
– Web browsers are separately administered by non-experts
– Intra-enterprise financial infrastructure highly networked

Fin. systems involve computers and people
– Web site wants to authenticate a person, not a machine
– Pressing legal, policy questions

Rapid evolution of world-wide systems
– Open-source browser, server, handheld platforms
– Increasing interest in sharing vulnerability information
– Striking demand for advanced warning, proactive solutions
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Industry Survey

Online commerce
– eBay: auction site, subject to seller fraud and malware on internal site; 

operates online financial instrument PayPal
– Amazon: merchandise from independent sellers 

Banking
– Wells Fargo, Citibank: web interaction with customers
– Visa: clears large number of transactions, has fraud risks
– FSTC, Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond, San Francisco

Financial services
– Intuit: tax prep and accounting software – “increasingly, we are 

concerned with securing the customer’s desktop”
CISO community

– 16 companies in TRUST educational priorities study
– Concern with policy, compliance, risk mgmt, insider threats
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Sample Industry Responses

Biggest problems today:
– Authentication of client to site, site to client, for both email and web
– Malware, botnets: if browser clicks “buy,” is it from the user? 

Expressed needs:
– Fundamentally stronger approaches to trustworthy systems that 

reduce the vulnerability of existing infrastructure  
– New security architectures for end-user machines not administered by 

enterprises, and for financial enterprise internal systems.
– Greater sophistication in detecting and defending against the full 

spectrum of attacks: crime-ware, phishing, malware, account 
takeovers, code vulnerabilities, authentication, and authorization 

– Match trust relationships with appropriate access control and 
monitoring mechanisms 

combat insider threats
ensure compliance with regulatory and corporate policy
allow data mining and other important uses of data
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Growing Threat: Malicious Ads

Browsers vulnerable
Easy to attack

– $30 in advertisements reach 
50,000 browsers

How to respond?
– Patch browser, applications

Write navigation policy patches 
for all major open browsers  

– Develop precise model of 
browser policy, prove policy 
secure, experimentally 
evaluate browser 
implementations.

Brian Krebs on Computer Security
Hackers Exploit Adobe Reader Flaw

Security Fix has learned that … 
security hole in … Adobe Reader … 
is actively being exploited to break 
into Microsoft Windows computers.
According to information released 
Friday by iDefense, … Web site 
administrators … spotted hackers 
taking advantage of the flaw on Jan. 
20, 2008, when tainted banner ads 
were identified that served specially 
crafted Acrobat PDF files designed to 
exploit the hole and install malicious 
software . 

Browser, web design flaws + implementation and coding flaws

http://blog.washingtonpost.com/securityfix/
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Well-Financed Attackers

• Spam service
• Rent-a-bot
• Cash-out
• Pump and dump

Second Life chat rooms used for trading stolen credentials
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TRUST Response

Design of core systems applicable to financial infrastructure
– Scalable intrusion-tolerant distributed systems 
– Reliable, fast transaction processing and event notification

Principles for secure and reliable network infrastructure
– Trusted Computing Platforms and Secure Network Enforcement
– Security Analysis of Network Protocols 

Design and construction principles for secure web systems
– Protecting Web Content from Malicious Interference 
– Human Computer Interfaces

Algorithms and tools for code analysis, monitoring; malware detection
– Automated error detection, symbolic execution, intelligent fuzzing
– Botnet detection and mitigation

Public policy studies, user issues, computer security risk management
– Security breach notice analysis
– User perception and personal information
– Rationality, risk and interdependent security
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Health Infrastructures 

PHR-HMI is an integrative project contributing to  
achieving three national goals in health care delivery:

– Archiving and accessing personal medical records
– Home-based health care delivery
– Contract-based health care
– Personalized Medicine

TRUST technology contribution focuses on  
– Privacy modeling and analysis
– Architecture for Secure Patient Management Systems and 

Patient Portals
– Integration of Real-time Patient data with Patient Portals
– Legal, Social and Economic Frameworks and Analysis
– Integrative testbed for technology evaluation and transitioning

Application areas:
– Patient Portals
– Patient Management Systems
– In-home Patient Monitoring 
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“The Informatics of 21st Century 
Healthcare”

Future of Healthcare:
– Engaged patients with access to a large volume 

of health-related information online who actively 
contribute to the record of health decisions made

– Providers as coach-consultant
– Personalized medicine guided by genomics
– Agile evidence-based care with automated, 

patient-specific alerts

Enabling Technologies
– Ubiquitous (mostly wireless) telecommunications 
– Web portals as secure bi-directional conduits for 

communication and documentation of care
– Clinical decision support via automated event 

monitors

Forces at Work:
– Information growth
– “Internetted” world
– Genome-enabled biomedical research

Source: Dan Masys Keynote at  TRUST MOTHIS’07 Workshop

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TRUST established an International Workshop on Model-based design of trustworthy medical information systems (MOTHIS) in conjunction with the MODELS conference series. The keynote address was delivered by Prof. Dan Masys, chair of the Department of Biomedical Informatics at Vanderbilt on his vision on the Informatics of 21st Century Healthcare.
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National Goals in Health Care 
Informatics

Archiving and accessing personal medical records
– Broad effects on everyone, assumes critical infrastructure, 

poses computer and network security requirements and 
mandates maintenance of data privacy.

Home-based health care delivery
– Demography and economy requires moving part of health 

care delivery to homes using two way trusted communication 
between patients and providers.

Evidence-based health care
– Evidence-based care is the foundation of increased 

automation that helps controlling cost and improve quality. It 
is also the foundation for deploying personalized medicine 
combined and contract-based care.

Source: Dan Masys Keynote at  TRUST MOTHIS’07 Workshop
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Physical Infrastructures

Power Grid, Telecom Infrastructure, Water Transport System, 
Interstate Highways

– Immense Investment
Financial: Sunk costs and ongoing development and maintenance
Human: Established development, maintenance, and regulatory 
organizations at state and federal level 

– Critical to National Economy
National modes of production depend on functionality of these systems
Multiple positive externalities have created secondary and tertiary 
dependencies (e.g. air traffic control dependence on power and telecom 
infrastructure)

Increasing complexity and 21st century security requirements 
demand new approaches to control, security, and long-term 
maintenance 

TRUST Program for Research in Secure Embedded Systems for National 
Physical Structures 

TRUST Program for Research in Secure Embedded Systems for National 
Physical Structures 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The extent to which all elements of the national critical infrastructure are intertwined is critical to a general understanding of just what it is that we seek to monitor, control, and protect.  
Take the telecom infrastructure as an example.  At its simplest, it can be viewed as the interconnection of the Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN - wired infrastructure), various Cellular Telephone Networks, Metropolitan and Wide Area LAN’s (wired and wireless), and a host of messaging systems.  
The availability and bulk tariffing of telecom resources have led to a series of positive externalities - other services/networks/ industries that benefit from the ready availability of cost-effective, long haul data services.  These beneficiaries include

- Air traffic Control
- Financial  Markets
- Power Grid Control/SCADA
- Internet Backbone Traffic
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NG-SCADA Networking Research Issues

The use of large numbers of sensors create significant networking 
problems.

– Scalable networking schemes
Systems must maintain speed and stability as population grows

– Secure, robust routing
Protection of content as well as context
Must take into account rogue sensors

– Connecting the sensors to relays/data collection points in an efficient 
manner.

Applies to SCADA in particular and infrastructure monitoring in 
general.
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TRUST Security Threat Model

Mote-class Attacker
– Controls a few ordinary sensor nodes
– The attacker has the same capabilities as the network 

Laptop-class Attacker
– Greater battery & processing power, memory, high-power radio transmitter, 

low-latency communication
– The attacker can cause more serious damage

Outsider Attacks
– Passive eavesdropping: listening to the ongoing communication
– Denial of service attacks: any type of attack that can cause a degradation in the 

performance of the network
– Replay attacks: the adversary captures some of the messages, and plays them 

back at a later time which cause the network to operate on stale information
Insider Attacks: compromised node

– Node runs malicious code
– The node has access to the secret keys and can participate in the 

authenticated communication.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This threat model is a starting point for defining the security problem and developing a security strategy.  TRUST researchers have created a taxonomy of sensor network attacks that serves as guide to defining security strategies.

Key Reference: Tanya Roosta,  Shiuhpyng Shieh (NCTU), Shankar Sastry, “Taxonomy of Security Attacks in Sensor Networks,” 2006 American Control Conference, Minneapolis.
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Secure Control

– Design of control-theoretic algorithms that are resilient to deception 
and denial-of-service attacks. 

While control theory has studied fault-tolerance and robust control 
algorithms, there is no theory for the analysis and design of control 
algorithms for security.  

– The second technical approach is the use of security architectures for 
control systems. 

While fault-tolerant control architectures have previously incorporated 
redundancy and diversity; secure architectures need a new approach where 
the interplay between redundancy, diversity, the principle of least privilege 
and the principle of separation of duty are analyzed. 
In addition, we propose new cryptographic protocols for the communications 
among entities to prevent a single point of attack. 
Attack models we can determine how many redundant resources should be 
put in place to keep the threat posed by the attack below a threshold. 
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TRUST Education/Outreach
Center Education and Outreach Programs
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TRUST International Partnerships

PARTNERSHIP:PARTNERSHIP:
3-year collaboration agreement (2006-2009)
U.S. $2M per year investment by Taiwanese 
government
Joint research and publications
Prototyping and proof-of-concept for 
Taiwanese and U.S. industry
Student/faculty exchange program

International Impact – U.S. / Taiwan International Security Research Program

RESEARCH:RESEARCH:
Security for Pervasive Computing
Trusted Computing Technologies
Wireless and Sensor Network 
Security
Intrusion Detection and 
Management

OBJECTIVE:
Joint U.S./Taiwan R&D of security technologies for 
cryptology, wireless networking, network security, 

multimedia security, and information security management. 

OBJECTIVE:OBJECTIVE:
Joint U.S./Taiwan R&D of security technologies for Joint U.S./Taiwan R&D of security technologies for 
cryptology, wireless networking, network security, cryptology, wireless networking, network security, 

multimedia security, and information security management.multimedia security, and information security management.

http://www.itri.org.tw/index.jsp
http://www.berkeley.edu/
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Summary and Look Forward

TRUST is addressing the challenge of building trustworthy systems as a 
whole

– Problem is inherently broader than the expertise of any single researcher
– Center provides a forcing function and enables efficient collaboration for the 

needed set of disciplines
– Center encourages sharing of technical, policy and social science expertise 

across multiple projects
– Center projects have the breadth to incorporate privacy, legal, and policy 

issues
TRUST is looking at longer term, complex problems
TRUST is gaining entree / credibility / influence with all customers 
(government, industry, educational forums)
TRUST is recruiting and supporting education and policy specialists to 
empower faculty experts
TRUST is matching our expertise with problems of national interest 

– Top down and bottom up planning to pick areas
– Renewal and assessment of performance on key integrative projects: center 

creates flexibility to do this
TRUST is maintaining ongoing dialog between social scientists and 
technology with flexibility in funding mechanism to follow the ideas
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